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Company Information
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About Holoplot
We build hardware and software products, which allow breaking the
boundaries of conventional audio and speaker technologies. Based on
wave field synthesis, Holoplot technology enables a radical new
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approach on how to deliver authentic audio quality to the listener.

Our products allow real-time, adjustable sound projections, with
very high precision, quality and consistency — providing the best
results, even in the most challenging environments.

Our technology brings highest speech intelligibility, constant

volume over distance, multiple simultaneous contents and immersive
sound experiences.

We make products with love for the audio industry, commitment to
high quality and passion to disrupt the status quo.
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Solving one of the biggest problems
in audio technology
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Five issues of
present technologies
Undirected sound
waves

Disturbing
reflections

Decrease in
volume

Low speech
intelligibility

Distant audio
sources

Non-controllable
sound travels in
all the directions.
It cannot be
limited to a
specific audience.

The more
reflections
created, the
more disturbing
is the acoustic
result.

Strong declines of
volume over distance
occur through the
physical shape of
traditional
technologies wave
fronts.

Fast declining
direct sound and an
increasing number
of reflections
reduce speech
intelligibility
drastically

Audio never comes
close to the listener,
like it would in
reality. Instead it
always stays distant,
even with modern
multi-channel setups.

Present technologies
physics
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Spherical or Cylindrical
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Conventional technologies generate spherical or
cylindrical
audio
waves.
These
waves
are
undirected and can not be controlled in their
propagation, hence disturbing reflections as well
as decreasing volumes & quality over distance
occur naturally.

100 dB

100 m

~60 dB

Holoplot technology
physics
Focus Wave
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The
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focus

or

Planar Wave
concave

wave

front

allows

to

Holoplot

technology

allows

to

create

various

concentrate energy at a certain point in distance.

types of audio waves ranging from spherical, to

This

planar and concave. Especially planar waves allow

not

only

has

the

advantage

of

creating

precisely defined sound fields, but also gives the

a

listener

sound

a

feeling

of

proximity

for

the

source, as if it would originate close to her.

sound

constant
wave

volume

over

propagation

distance,
and

the

control
creation

over
of

confined sound fields.

100 dB

100 m

~95 dB

Basic features
Multiple different wave fronts can be
combined

Planar

simultaneously,

even

with

different content, EQ and volume.

Content A
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This allows radically new applications
and

incredible

over the output.

Focus
Content C

Planar
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an

Content B

flexible

control

Work with
precision
Precisely directed
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Avoidance of reflections
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Constant volume

Highest speech intelligibility

Proximity effects

Content 1

Content 2

Product Series | ORION
Designed specifically for acoustically challenging environments, speech transmission, and creative artistic installations, this
series

offers

a

wide

field

of

opportunities.

The

sound

system

was

designed

with

conferences,

corporate

events,

retail

experiences, museums, and trade shows in mind, pairing an unmatched quality of sound with custom-fit configurations.

ORBIT | Interface
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Io | Audio Module

The

Holoplot

Io

basic

unit

of

field

synthesis

module

our

provides

fully-modular

system

with

configuration

possibilities

capacity

single-

for

or

the
wave

The Holoplot Eta core is the heart of

behind

our

our

products,

comprehensive

delivering

communication

clear

dynamic

and

clear

field

and

the

user and system. The powerful interface

generating

multi-wall

has a full range of functions which help

system come to life.

to achieve better results.

The Holoplot Eta's processing power can

signal

meet the desired range of frequencies.

signals

vital

to

make

data
the

and
sound

support up to 64 modules, accommodating
an

an
to

the

technology,

processing

parameters

all

synthesis

between

set by application: With 64 transducers

extremely

wave

and

per module, the Holoplot Io offers
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The Holoplot Orbit serves as the brain

limitless

setups as needed.

Systems can be made to fit

Eta | Core

incredible

range

small to large setups.
PRODUCT PICTURES AND DATA SHEETS.

>

of

practices

from
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Product Applications
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Brands & Creatives

Museum & Art

Corporate & Conference

Holoplot provides a powerful tool for the creation of new and
innovative experiences, whether in the commercial or creative
environment.
Be it targeting individuals with respective content for their ears
only, providing an radically authentic feeling of proximity or
creating an immersive installation without the installation of
numerous loudspeakers, Holoplot is the best choice.

Houses of Art have always gone hand in hand with
architecture, not so much though with great acoustics.
Modern installations using audio and visual content though
require constant results independent of their current
exhibition space, but should be limited to their section only.
Headsets work, but isolate the visitor, while conventional
speaker technology increases noise pollution. Whether an
installation or communicating information to the visitor,
Holoplot provides a groundbreaking tool to curators and
artists.

Applications with voice as the main type of content are a
particular strength of the Holoplot Io modules. A high amount
of dry direct sound and an accurate avoidance of reflecting
surfaces, guarantee an incredible speech intelligibility, even in
the most challenging environments. Constant volume over
distance allows not only savings in additional equipment, but
also a much more pleasant experience for all participants,
independent of their distance to the speaker system. Multiple
contents at the same time open up new possibilities.

Great flexibility

Immersive soundscapes

Best speech intelligibility

Invisible technology

Wave propagation control

Multiple contents

Wide range of creative applications

Seamless integration of technology

Constant volume

FULL CASE STUDIES

>
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Deutsche Bahn
Case Study
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DB Overview
Deutsche Bahn is the largest railway operator and infrastructure owner in
Europe with nearly two billion passengers every year. Frankfurt exists as
one of Germany’s largest transportation hubs.

Despite being the second most frequented train station in Germany and also
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the largest train station to serve a German airport, Frankfurt Central Train
Station and Frankfurt Airport leave room for improvement when it comes to
customer satisfaction especially in terms of effective communication. It’s
not that the provider does not want to improve the situation, but the
extremely challenging environment with large rooms, many reflecting
surfaces, various noise sources and a vast amount of information that must
be communicated prove to be difficult to master acoustically.

Given the demanding acoustic environments of the Deutsche Bahn train
stations, Holoplot’s task was to practically demonstrate how the new
technology could improve the existing situation. As it stands, announcements
are impossible to decipher with sound quality decreasing significantly by
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the meter.
The goal was to reach a satisfactory level of speech intelligibility of at

least >0.5 STI (Speech Transmission Index) and to demonstrate the unique

Holoplot Impact
Speech Transmission Index (STI) tested at Frankfurter Hbf
1.0

Test results Frankfurt Hbf & airport

0.9

Improved acoustics
Acoustic ratings raised from 46/100 to

0.8

86/100
Improvements made without any detailed
planning or additional acoustic
treatments such as insulation material

0.7
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Intelligibility

Ratings

raised

from

47/100 to 87/100

0.4

OK

Weak

0.3

Quantitative measurements of STI ranged
from 0.88 at 25m to 0.75 at 200m in both

Subjective ratings endorsed these
measurements with 84% of the customers
describing it "clearly better", as well
as

14% of customers describing the

noted an improvement in total)

Savings

0.2
Incomprehensible

locations

difference as “better” (98% customers
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Good

0.6
0.5

Increased speech intelligibility (STI)

Excellent

in

installation

0.1
0
5m.
125m.

25m.
150m.

50m.
175m.

75m.
200m.

100m.

Awards
SXSW
Interactive
Innovation
Awards

In 2017, Holoplot has won in the Music & Audio
Innovation category at SWSX against four other
finalists for its revolutionary approach to sound
distribution. The Interactive Innovation Awards by
SWSX takes place annually in Austin, Texas and
nominates the most forward-thinking

tech developments
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in the world, in areas such as health, safety and
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audiovisual media.

MIT Technology
Review

Holoplot has been awarded the title of one the world's
50 most innovative enterprises of 2017, by MIT
Technology Review in the "Newcomer" category. The
selection process for the awards is not about the
level of research spending, the share price or the
number of patents. Instead, the companies are awarded
the title for being a challenger the the status quo.
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Milestones
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2017

December - New product launch and brand relaunch
March - Holoplot wins Interactive Innovation Award in the category Music &
Audio at SXSW, Austin (Texas)

2016

Holoplot wins Mindbox DB and the collaboration with Deutsche Bahn begins

2015

First public presentation of the product at the Qt World Summit 2015 in
Berlin, the company renames to Holoplot GmbH

2014

Prototype is further developed and redesigned. Preparation for product
production begins

2013

First Wavefield Generator prototype is developed

2012

Advanced Acoustic SF GmbH is founded

2005

First key patent filed by Helmut Oellers
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Key Personas
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Roman Sick
CEO

Roman Sick joined Holoplot as CEO and partner in 2016, with a
mission to position the innovative product on the audio
technology market. Previously, after being an entrepreneur for 5
years, Roman worked for Rocket Internet, as well as with various
VCs and Incubators, whom he helped to test ideas and build
companies in the early phase. Roman graduated his Bachelors in
Corporate Management & Economics at Zeppelin University and
followed up with his double CEMS Masters at ESADE Business School
in Barcelona and University of Sydney. The 30 year old is a very
good fit to Holoplot, passionate about sound in his private life
too, often playing as a DJ, producing music or playing the piano.

Helmut Oellers
Head of
Research &
Development

Helmut Oellers, named one of Germany’s brightest minds by the
German Handelsblatt is the founding father of Holoplot. Next to
working for movies, universities and even opening his own retail
store Helmut continually worked on his idea of improving audio
technology. In 2005 he filed the first patent, seven years later,
at age 58, the audio engineer quit his job to follow his passion:
wave field synthesis. Today he has seen his idea come to life but
continues to innovate as Holoplot’s Head of R&D.

Our team
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As a team of problem-solvers,
visionaries,
and
perfectionists
we love finding simple solutions
to complex challenges.
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The Holoplot Team consists of the
most talented engineers, thoughtleaders, and explorers who aim to
shape
the
future
of
sound
together. Our multicultural team
comes
from
a
smattering
of
different countries, bring with
them a diverse cast of talents
and personalities united in their
focus, passion, and curiosity.

Previous Press Coverage

WIRED

Frankfurter Allgemeine
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>

>

Berlin Valley

>

Tagesspiegel
>

Gründerszene

>

T3N

>
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Visual Guidelines
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Logo Guidelines
The

Holoplot

combination

logo

of

the

is

a

Things to consider when using our name and logo:

wordmark

with the icon. Please always

NAME & SPELLING

use

the

together.
either

wordmark
Refrain

the

and

icon

Whenever you mention us, please make sure you spell our name

from

using

right. The correct word is Holoplot and any other use case is

wordmark

or

the

use

the

icon

and

wrong (e.g. HOLOPLOT, holoplot, HoloPlot etc.).

icon on its own.
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LOGOTYPE
We

prefer

option
black
the

if

with

you
blue

wordmark.
designs

However,

require

it,

darker

and

sponsorship or affiliation without our permission.

if
we

also have monochrome versions
for

Please don’t use our name or logo in any way that might imply

lighter

When using our logo don’t put overlapping elements, text or any
non-Holoplot components on top. Please don’t change the colors,
desaturate or blur the logos.

backgrounds.

ALL LOGOS IN PNG (.zip)
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Key Visuals
The key visual represents a unique Holoplot focus wave,
which bundles the energy at a certain point in distance.
This feature is unique to our technology and therefore
illustrated in this Key visual.
Feel free to use it when you are writing about our
product, but remember that despite being an accurate
representation of the wave, they are artistic creations
and should not be used to illustrate the working of the
SELECTED KEY VISUALS (.zip) >

HEX #4f00ff
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Holoplot audio module.

HEX #4f00ff
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HEX #4f00ff

Our Address:

Ringbahnstraße 12 (10-14)

12099 Berlin
Germany
w: holoplot.com
t: twitter.com/holoplot
f: facebook.com/OriginalHoloplot

l: linkedin.com/company/holoplot-gmbh

Contacts:

CEO
Roman Sick

roman.sick@holoplot.com

Business Development
Francois Villaret
francois.villaret@holoplot.com

Berlin
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